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"...is

is adapted to regulate properly the slack
To all whom, it may concern:
Be it known that I, JAMES ROWE, of Cin thread between the said post dand the needle
. .. . .
cinnati, in the county of Hamilton and State c during the operation of sewing.
of Ohio, have invented a new and useful Im The pressure-barf' and needle-bar care ar. ,

provementin Sewing-Machines; and Idohere ranged within the head or post B, as is usual
by declare that the following is a full, clear, in like machines, the pressure-bar f"...being
and exact description thereof, reference being formed with a foot, f", which is adapted to .
had to the accompanying drawings, and to the bear upon the cloth, and provided with a
letters
of reference marked thereon, and madeK spring, g, by means of which the said foot is
to form a part of this specification. .
held down upon the cloth, and with a lever,
The nature of my invention relates to cer gy, by means of which the said barf" may be
tain improvements in sewing-machines, by raised when it may be desired to move the
means of which I am enabled to construct a cloth.
sewing-machine which will be simple, dura h (fully shown in Figs. 2 and 3) is a bar
ble, and fully efficient in every particular, at attached to the lever B below the bed-plate
a much less cost than that of ordinary ma A, so that it is made to vibrate as the leveris
operated by means of the crank-wheel b. b.
chines that form a similar stitch.
In reference to the accompanying drawings, The said bar his provided with three pins, h' .
Figure 1 is a perspective view, Figs. 2 and 3 h" h", and formed with a slot, i, for the recep
are bottom views, Fig. 4 is a side. elevation, tion of rodi. k is a bent lever pivoted upon
Fig. 5 is an end elevation, and Fig. 6 is a sec the under side of plate A at A', the end k
tional view, of the machine. Fig. 7 repre being bent, and to pass between pins l'h' of
sents side and top views of the looper. Fig. bar h, so that as said bar is made to vibrate
8 is a side elevation of the device for operat the said lever k is made to operate in such
ing the feeder. Fig. 9 is a top view of a por manner as to give reciprocating motion to
the looper l. The said bar k is provided .
tion of the bar which operates the feeder.
A represents the bed-plate of the machine. with a spring, l, which is, made to bear,
A is an arm secured upon the top of the bed against the looper, as shown in Figs. 2 and
plate, upon which the post orhead B for hold 3, in such manner as to hold the looperl
ing the needle and pressure bars is arranged. from the needle, or prevent it from striking
to
B is a bent lever pivoted to the arm A at a, against the needle as the machine is made
.. . .
and passing downward through the plate A, operate.
is an adjustable guide formed with a slot,
where it is formed with a slot, a, which is l",l'and
is also arranged to bear against the
adapted to receive the crank or pin bof the looper, as
represented, and is secured upon
driving-wheel b, by means of which, through
the leverk, and also adjustable by means of
the medium of said lever B, the needle-bar c the
set-screw m, so that the looperl may al
and needle c. may be operated.
d is a spool-frame attached to the arm A. ways be made to approach and leave the nee
d is a tension-post attached to the arm A', dle in the proper manner to form the loop. m.
formed with a cap or shoulder, d", and pro are posts attached to the leverk, and serve as
vided with a nut, e, which is made to turn guides for the thread m from the spoolframe

m" to the looper, and by means of wich, in
forward end of lever k, the slack of the thread
m" may be properly taken up as the needleis
withdrawn from the cloth.
n is a cam secured to the needle-plater, and
adjustable by means of set-screw n' with ref
erence to the looper land needle c in such
and, extending therefrom beyond the postd, manner as to hold the point of the looper in the .

upon the screw-thread of the postd, and also
with a spiral spring, e, and cup e", which is
formed fo fit the shoulder d". The threade"
from the spooli is made to pass through the
post d below the shoulder d", so that by turn
ing
the nute any desired tension maybe se
cured to the threade'.
f is a spring attached to the arm A. at f,

combination with the backward motion of the
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proper position for theneedletoentertheloop,
and by means of this cam precision and cer
tainty in effecting the loop and forming the
stitch may be seeured.
o is a lever-pivoted to the plate A at o', the
forward end of which is made with a slot, o',
which is adapted to receive the pint of the
feeder t. The rear end of said lever 0, which
passes between the pins h h' of the bar h, is
provided with an adjustable sliding bar, p,
which is formed with two cams, p' p', slotp',
and projection g, and secured upon the saidle
vero by means of screws g. The said bar his
adjustable by means of the screw-rods, which
passes throughthelugs of levero, in such man
ner that the cams' p' p' may be made to im
pinge against the pins h h" of the barh at the
proper time to operate the feedert, so that the
cloth may be moved while the needleisraised
above it.
u is a screw arranged to pass through the
pin h", and thereby to impinge against the caim
p' when it may be required to form longer
stitches, greater vibration being thereby im
parted to the lever o and longer stroke given
to the feeder t.
i is a bent rod, which is provided with an
inclined plane, f', and made to pass through
the slot it of the bar h, where it is secured by
means of screw f", and also through the guide
piece is of plate A by means of the screw j'.
The said rodi may be so adjusted that the in
clined plane j may be made to bear upon the
feeder at any desired time in the operation of
the machine, so that the feeding of the cloth
may be accomplished at the precise moment
necessary to the perfect working of the ma
chine. The feeder, t is made in the form of a
spring, so that it may be free from the cloth,
except when acted upon by the said inclined
plane.j', and it is adjusted, as is usual in sew
ing-machines, so as to operate upon the cloth.
through the slott" of the needle-plate n, and
it may be properly secured by means of the
brackett' of plate A.
Having described the construction of my
invention, its operation may be set forth as
follows: The driving-wheel b, being made to
rotate by means of a band running over pull
ley v, the arm B, needle-bar c, needlec, and
vibratory bar h will be operated, as before de
scribed, the machine being made to operate
from that position of its parts shown in Fig.
2, in which the vibratory bar h is at the ex
tremity ofits backward motion. As the machine
continues to operate and the bar h to move for
ward, the pin h" is made to impinge against
the bent portion k of levers k, and thereby op
erate the forward end of said lever in such
manner as to force the looper forward. Dur
ing this operation the needle is being with
drawn by the upward motion of the forward
end of lever B, so that when the point of the
looper arrives at the needle the loop of the
needle will be in proper position to receive

the point of the looper. The machine continu

ing to operate,the looper will beforced forward,
its point will impinge against the can n, and
thereby be forced forward in the direction of
the needle c. At this period in the operation
of the machine the needle will be withdrawn
free from the cloth. The pin.h' now impinges
against the camp' of the barp, before described,
by means of which the levero will be oper
atted in such manner as to force the feederfor

ward at the same time the inclined plane of

the rod j is made to bear upon the feeder,
thereby causing the feeder to press against
the cloth between it and the foot f' of the
pressure-bar f', so that the cloth may be fed
the proper distance for one stitch, while the
needle is free from it. The bari is now at
the extremity of its forward motion. The
maehine continuing to operate, the needle is .
again forced to enter the cloth. The rod f is
withdrawn by the backward motion of the bar
h, so that the inclined plane iwill not press
upon the feeder. The said feeder now being
free, the pinh'impinges against the camp', by
means of which the feeder will be retracted.
The needle, having again passed through, ar
rives at the proper position to pass through
the loop of the looper t before the point of .
said looper has been retracted from the can
in, thereby rendering it certain that the needle
must pass through said loop. The pin h"now
impinges against the bent portion k of the le
ver k, thereby operating the said lever k in
such
manner as to retract the looper, thereby
taking up the slack of the thread m” and giv.
ing the under chain of the stitch sufficient
tension for practical sewing, the upward mo
tion of the needle being sufficient to give the
thread e' sufficient tension to form a perfect,
stitch upon the upper side of the cloth. In
case the feeder tis made to act too soon or too
late for the perfect operation of the machine
the screws g will be loosened, and the screw
rods operates so as to adjust the bar pin such
manner that the pins h h' may rock the cams.
p p"
p at the proper time to render the action
of the feederperfect, and should longerstitches
be required than those formed by the natural
action of the cams p' p', the screw u will be
turned so that the camp'may actuponthepoint
of said screw u instead of pinh, thereby giv
ing greater lateral motion to the forward end
of lever o and greater stroke to the feeder t,
by means of which the cloth may be fed in
such
a manner that stitches of any required
length may be formed.
I do not wish to be understood as claiming
anything for the mode of operating the mee
die-bar, or of securing tension to the upper
thread, as I am aware that similar devices
are in common use for like purposes; but
Having described the construction and op
eration of my invention, what I claim as my
invention, and desire to secure by Letters Pat.
ent, is
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The bar or bracket i on the lower end Intestimony of which invention I have here:

of the needle-bar, so that it shall drive, in unto set my hand in presence of witnesses.
combination, the looper-bark k" and the feedWR
sing-levers i and 0, by positive movement,
JAMES ROWE,
when it is driven by the crank-pin l', all operating in the manner and for the purpose set
forth.

i

Witnesses:
H. E. CLIFTON,

F. A. MCDOWELL.

